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Name of the Student : 

Class:   Division: 

Name of the School: 

CLASS 5- ENGLISH MODEL PAPER (2019-2020)
Duration: 2: 30 Hours           Marks : 60

Insteuctons:

1. Check the question paper for fairness of printing. If any lack of fairness, inform the Hall Supervisor 
immediately.

2. Use BLUE or BLACK ink to write and underline Use pencil to draw diagrams.

SECTION – A

Instructions:

For question 1 and 2, (✓) the correct word that BEST Matches the picure. 2 x 1 = 2

1.

A.  nest

B.  coop

C.  cage

D.  kennel

2.

A.  wild pig

B.  buffalo

C.  rhinoceros

D.  hippopotamus

For question 3 and 4, (✓) the correct word that means the SAME as the underlined word in the sentence. 2 x 1 = 2

3. The passengers were deeply disturbed by the accident

A.  encouraged

B.  enjoyed

C.  troubled

D.  calmed

4. This is a massive building that I have ever seen.

A.  large 

B.  thin

C.  tiny

D.  full
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For question 5 to 9,  tick (✓) the correct word to fill the blank suitably.  5 x 1 = 5

5. Give the opposite for: Awake

A.  dull

B.  bright

C.  asleep

D.  active

6. The scent of jasmine in the garden was strong while the scent of grass was ________ .

A.  cool 

B.  soft

C.  harsh

D.  mild

7. Conversation between Arul and Neeta is given below.

Arul  : May I know ______ is speaking?
Neeta : This is Neeta.

A.  which 

B.  what

C.  who
D.  where

8. ________ of musicians played at the concert.

A.  herd 

B.  bundle

C.  pack

D.  band

9. A baby deer is called a ________ .

A.  calf 

B.  kid

C.  fawn

D.  cub

10. Fill the blanks suitably with the words given in the box. 2 x 1 = 2

see, sea, night
Prema wanted to ___________ the beautiful garden by the ______________

11. Fill the blanks suitably with the words given in the box. 2 x 1 = 2

She, they, her, them
John and Peter are brothers. I know ___________ very well. One day ___________ went to school  late. Jasmine is 
the class teacher. ___________asked the reason and advised not to be late. They followed ___________ advice.

(i) (ii)
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SECTION – B

Read the passage given below and tick (✓) the correct answer for questions 12 to 16. 5 x 1 = 5

Once there lived two white pigeons. The cock pigeon used to go far away to get food for 
the family. One day the cock pigeon went out in search of food and did not return home 
after a long time. The hen pigeon started worrying “He is never so late I hope he is safe” 
she whispered to herself. But as she was worried the cock pigeon was caught by a hunter. 
The cock pigeon tried his best to free from the cage but in vain. The hunter took the 
cock pigeon and started to his house. It started raining so he took shelter under the same 
tree of the pigeons. The hen pigeon noticed the cock pigeon and went near the cage and 
spoke to the cock pigeon. The cock pigeon asked the hen pigeon to treat the hunter as 
their guest who sought shelter in their house. So the hen pigeon flew away and brought 
dry twigs to make fire. And she had nothing to give him for his hunger, so she told the 
hunter “I jump into the fire and will become your food”.  After seeing the hospitality of 
the pigeon the hunter stopped her and let the cock pigeon free.

TWO PIGEONS

12. Who said these words?
“I jump into the fire.”

A.  The cock pigeon.

B.  The hen pigeon

C.  The hunter

D.  None of the above.

13. “He is never so late.”

What feeling is expressed here?

A.  anger

B.  joy

C.  jealous

D.  sorrow

14. The hunter took shelter under the tree because of __________.

A.  hot sun

B.  tiredness

C.  rain

D.  fear

15. The hen pigeon brought dry twigs to _______.

A.  make fire 

B.  build nest

C.  play

D.  attack
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16. The main idea of the story is ___________.

A.  wild life

B.  hunting

C.  hospitality

D.  pigeons

Read the passage given below and tick (✓) the correct answer for questions 17 to 21. 5 x 1 = 5

The tiger is a very large, powerful animal with 
a striped coat. Its coat. Its coat may be white, 
orange or orange-brown, and it’s stripes may 
be grey, brown or black. No two tigers have 
the same pattern of stripes. A tiger’s stripes 
appear colourful and bold. They help the 
animal hide because the stripes mix and 
match with the tall plants in its environment. 

There are several races of tigers, ranging from the small Bail race to the 
Siberian, which is the biggest, strongest and most beautiful tiger in the world. 
All tigers are endangered and some of the races are likely to disappear from 
the earth, Tigers are found in forest and swamps with dense ground 
vegetation. Its home in india, China, Indonesia, Mongolia and Siberia.

TIGER

17. Which of these could be the colour of  a tiger’s stripes?

A.  white

B.  yellow

C.  brown

D.  orange

18. What is the MOST important use of the stripes on a tiger?

A.  It makes the tiger colourful and bold.

B.  It protects it by mixing with the background.

C.  It makes the tiger look strong and powerful.

D.  It makes the tiger the king of the jungle.

19. According to the passage, which is the biggest race of tigers?

A.  Bali

B.  Mongolian

C.  Siberian

D.  Indonesian
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20. “All tigers are endangered and some of the races are likely to disappear.....”

This could mean that ___________.

A.  some of the tigers will be hurt in fights with other animals.

B.  most of the tigers will die and no new ones will be born

C.  most of the tigers will go away to other countries

D.  most of the tigers will start living in underground caves

21. “No two tigers have the same pattern of stripes.”

What is another word for ‘pattern’?

A.  plan

B.  model

C.  colour

D.  design

The extract given below and tick (✓) the correct answer for questions 22 to 26 5 x 1 = 5

One day, Jana decided to go near the tree. When she crossed the fenced area, the tree started 
to scare her. But not as much as before. Jana calmly touched the tree and patted it. The 
branches stopped moving, and it was quiet. The tree grumbled, “Go aways! please, go away!” 
Jana asked, “i know you are a good tree. Why are you doing this?”

The tree shouted, “Yes... i was good but now i have become like this! Long ago, a pregnant 
squirrel came here. SHe asked me to save her from villagers who were hunting her. I asked 
her to stay on me. From then on, several squirrels started staying on me. I did not know that 
people were so selfish. They destroy everything mercilessly. so i became a monster.”

Afer listening to the tree’s story, Jana felt embarrassed. She went to the village head and 
explained. The villagers understood their mistake. They took an oath and said, “from now 
on we will never cut down a tree or harm nature in anyway.” from that day on the villagers 
started callimg it ‘The mother tree’.

THE MONSTER TREE

22. Which of these happened first in the story?

A.  The villagers took an oath to save the trees.

B.  A squirrel asked the tree to save it.

C.  The tree turned a monster.

D.  Jana visited the tree.

23. “...But, not as much as before.”

What can we  conclude from this statement in the passage?

A.  Jana has gone near the tree many times till now.

B.  Jana felt that the tree was scarier than before.

C.  Jana is going near the tree for the first time.

D.  Jana will never go near the tree again. 
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24. The tree became a monster to _______________.

A.  save the squirrels from other trees

B.  destroy everything in the village

C.  save the squirrels from the village

D.  stop people from being selfish

25. “...from now on we will never cut down a tree or harm nature in anyway.”

Why did the villagers take this oath?

A.  They did not want Jana to feel sad.

B.  They were scared that the tree will attack them.

C.  They were worried that the village head will punish them.

D.  They realised that cutting down trees is harmful to nature.

26. Which of these can be another title for the story?

A.  The Caring Tree

B.  The Angry Little Girl

C.  The Arrogant Tree

D.  The Friendly Villagers

SECTION – C

Read the poem given below and answer questions 27 to 29. 5 x 1 = 5

Look at the hospitality of mother Nature!
It given everything to all creature.
There are no strangers under the tree,
Enjoy the shadows and fruits for free.
There is a home for bird,
And refreshing place for the herd.

This virtue is our culture,
Follow it in your future.
Always welcome with smiling face,
Wins the hearts in life’s race.
Fortune knocks with its best,
Those who cares for their guest.

MOTHER NATURE

27. According to the poet what wins hearts? Tick (✓) the correct answer.

A.  welcoming with a smiling face 

B.  getting first in life’s race

C.  following your future

D.  making a good fortune
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28. Write the rhyming words in the first four lines.

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

29. Which word rhymes with race?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Read the poem given below and answer questions 30 to 32. 5 x 1 = 5

Imagine!
There are no diversity,
It isn’t hard to do,
Nothing to kill or die for,

Am I a dreamer?
I hope not the only one,
Will you join me?
To make the world as one.

Imagine!
All that belongs to you is shared,
I wonder if you can,
No need for greed or hunger.

Am I a dreamer?
I hope not the only one,
Will you join me?
To make the world as one.

THE DREAMER

30. “It isn’t hard to do”. What is not hard to do according to the poet? Tick (✓) the correct answer 1 x 1 = 1

A.  killing

B.  dying

C.  imagining

D.  sharing

31. “I hope not the only one” 1 x 2 = 2

What does the poet mean by this?

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________
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32. What according to the poet will sharing of belongings do to the world? 1 x 2 = 2

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

SECTION – D

For question 33 and 44, (✓) the correct word to fill the blank suitably. 12 x 1 = 12

33. Don’t be afraid of the dog. It is ______________.

A.  harm

B.  harming

C.  harmful

D.  harmless

34. There are some ______________ in the bowl.

A.  tomato

B.  tomatos

C.  tomatoes

D.  tomatoses

35. The clock is  ______________ the wall.

A.  on

B.  by

C.  in

D.  of

36. The ducklings are walking  ______________ the mother duck.

A.  above

B.  behind

C.  before

D.  between

37. The girls are playing in the garden. ______________ look very happy.

A.  Their

B.  They

C.  There

D.  Them
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38. The announcement of an unexpected holiday came as a ______________ to everyone.

A.  saprice

B.  suprice

C.  surprice

D.  surprise

39. If lamb is for sheep , then duckling is for______________ .

A.  Zebra

B.  Eagle

C.  Lion

D.  Duck

40. He won the prize  ______________ he worked hard.

A.  because

B.  but

C.  or

D.  and

41. The traffic moves ______________ on a Monday morning.

A.  slow

B.  slowly

C.  slowing

D.  slowness

42. Srilatha is an excellent singer. She ______________ learns fast and well.

A.  never

B.  rarely

C.  sometimes

D.  always

43. Dark clouds are starting to gather in the sky. It looks like it ______________.

A.  will rain

B.  rains

C.  is raining

D.  rained
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44. Before the mother could pick up, the child ______________ crying.

A.  stop

B.  stopping

C.  had stopped

D.  have stopped

SECTION – E

45. Write a three sentences about the given picture. 1 x 3 = 3

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

46. Write a paragraph of five sentences about any one of the topics given below. 1 x 5 = 5

Bicycle (OR) Tree

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
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